Vibrations on the Roll - MANA, a Roll Along Array Experiment to map Local Site Effects Across a Fault System
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Experiment & Processing:

Fig. 3: a) and b) show example spectral ratios for N/V (red), E/V (green) and H/V
(blue, H=(N2+E2)0.5). Note strong peak below corner frequency of instrument for
site P090. c) Spatial evolution of H/V spectral ratios from WSW to ENE (left to
right). Color scale given in dB to the right. Vertical dashed lines in c) indicate
branches of Erft fault system.
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Fig. 2: a) Location of station profile across Erft fault
system. Total extent of profile line ca. 10 km. Blue line
(“Projection line”) is the
regression line for the
whole profile, which is used
as spatial reference for
positioning the HVSR
results (see Fig. 3). b) Geologic profile along C-Frechen shows strong lateral
variation of layer thickness
of tertiary sediments from
ca. 200 m in the NE to more
than 1000 m in the SW.
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13 three-component seismometers (5s corner period) have been
deployed along a NW-SE striking profile across the Erft fault system.
Measurements at 92 individual recordings sites (Fig. 2) with an average
station distance of ca. 100 m could be achieved within two days work of 4
persons. At all times during the roll-along experiment at least 8 stations
were operating simultaneously for more than 20 minutes.
Manually selected time windows (T=[3 min, 25 min]) have been processed to obtain HVSRs and local slantstacks (e.g. Louie, 2001). Fig. 3
shows the results of the HVSR processing. A segment length of 8192
points has been used for determining the HVSR. Fig. 3 a) and b) show
example spectral ratios for N/V (red), E/V (green) and H/V (blue,
H=(N2+E2)0.5). Fig. 3 c) shows the spatial evolution of HVSRs plotted
along the profile from WSW to ENE. The frequency range of display is
restricted from 0.2 Hz to 10 Hz, mainly because of calibration uncertainties for the individual seismometer components below the corner frequency. For the slantstack analysis a slowness sampling of 0.05 s/km has
been used. The direction of slowness analysis is chosen along the best fitting local regression line for the selected station subset. Frequency resolution is 0.03 Hz (segment length 4096 points at 125 Hz samp.- freq.). Both
positive and negative inverse slowness values (app. velocities) are shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Positive values indicate wave propagation parallel to
the strike of the regression line (pointing to ENE in most cases). Grid displays are restricted to |vapp.| = 2.5 km/s and the frequency range from DC
to 5 Hz. Grey shaded areas exceed maximal probed slowness of 5 s/km (=
0.2 km/s app. velocity).
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Fig. 4: Comparison of different normalizations for presentation of slantstack analysis
results. a) normalization to total power sum at single frequency (e.g. Louie, 2001). b)
normalization to maximal power at single frequency. Note the easier recognition of
dispersion curve for the later. Color in b) ranges from violet (0.) to red (1.).
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An attractive study area for the scope of this project lies in the southwestern central part of the Lower Rhine Embayment (LRE) in NW-Germany (Fig. 1). During the last 30 million years, the crust of the LRE
subsided and broke into several blocks that are generally tilted to the
northeast and delimited by northwest-southeast trending normal faults.
One of those is the Erft fault system (partially sketched in boxed area in
Fig. 1). Damaging earthquakes with intensities up to VIII on the MSK
scale have occurred repeatedly, the strongest in 1756 near Düren with an
estimated magnitude of ML 6.4 (Hinzen and Oemisch, 2000).
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• Test the feasibility of linear array deployments for site effect studies in a
roll along technique with minimal time and personal requirements.
• Explore the capabilities/limitations of standard processing techniques for a
more complex geologic situation.
• Map the changes of site conditions across an active fault zone region.

Fig. 5: a)-j) Exemplary results of slantstack analysis at profile segments from ENE to
WSW. Red stars in insets show used station locations within the profile and relative to
the Erft fault segments. Positive (negative) apparent velocities indicate wave propagation parallel (anti parallel) to direction of locally fitted regression line to station subset. Color coding is equivalent to Fig 4 b). Grey shaded area is not resolved, as
maximal probing slowness has been set to 5 s/km (== 0.2 km/s app. velocity). Note the
patterns of f-k aliasing, e.g. in b), h), and i). Whereas for a)-e) dispersion curve like
patterns are mostly visible in the band between ca. 0.8 Hz to 2 Hz, figures f) to j) show
only partially developed dispersion curve patterns. A possible explanation could be
the presence of higher mode surface waves, as indicated in i) and j) by the dashed
lines.

Fig. 1: Topographic map of the Lower Rhine Embayment (LRE) extending southeastward into the Rhenish Massif. Inset (lower left corner) displays location of LRE within NW-Germany. Box indicates study area at
the Erft fault system in the central part of LRE.
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The analysis of ambient vibration recordings for site effect estimation
has gained more and more interest in recent times (e.g. Tokimatsu, 1997,
Fäh et al., 2001, Louie, 2001). It has been shown that both single station
methods (HVSR) as well as array measurements may allow to obtain estimates of the shallow shear velocity profiles for a given station (array) location. Considering that such field experiments are inexpensive and do not
require heavy seismic sources or drilling, the passive recording of ambient
vibrations may provide a low-cost mapping tool of site conditions even in
urban areas, where geotechnical information is usually difficult to obtain.
The joint-cooperation project MANA (Moving Array Noise Analysis),
conducted by University of Potsdam and University of Cologne in April
2001, was designed to address the following questions:
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Observations & Discussion:
In the eastern part of the HVSR profile (Fig. 3 c) a clear peak around 0.4 Hz could be observed (compare also Fig. 3b). This is in accordance to results by Scherbaum et al. (2000), who confirmed a relationship between sedimentary
thickness and spectral peak frequency given by Ibs-von Seht and Wohlenberg (1999) in the LRE. When crossing the main fault branch (around 2.6 km profile coordinate) from E to W, the peak is expected to disappear and a lower resonance peak frequency should be observed for the increased thickness of the sediment layer (Fig. 2b). However, interpretation of HVSR peaks below 0.2 Hz is difficult due to potential differences in the relative calibration accuracy of
the seismometer components. In the western part of the MANA profile, the HVSR surprisingly show elevated values for the frequency band between 0.5 Hz and 0.8 Hz. As meteorological conditions changed drastically from the 1st to
the 2nd day of recording, we suggest direct wind coupling to the seismometers as most probable explanation for the strong peak around 0.1 Hz and the bands of elevated spectral ratio values around 0.5-0.8 Hz and >5 Hz. Average wind
speeds recorded in Cologne raised from 2.8 m/s on the 1st recording day to 5.5 m/s on the 2nd, and wind gusts of 20 m/s had been recorded only during the 2nd day of the experiment (source: www.wetteronline.de).
Although the quality of slantstack results depend critically on the time windows processed and type of normalization chosen for the display (compare Fig. 4), dispersion-curve like patterns can be recognized for almost all processed
array configurations (except Fig. 5 f+g)). As a general trend, we observe a sharper dispersion curve for the eastern part of the profile (a-d), whereas in the western part, curves become less clear and seem only partially developed. Quite
surprising has been the observation, that a sharp dispersion curve is obtained for a station subset on top of the main fault branch (Fig. 5b). A relationship between the geologic 2-D structure and the look-alike of the obtained dispersion
curves along the profile is unclear. Under the assumption of observing only the fundamental mode dispersion curve branch, the shift of the observed branch to lower frequencies from results shown in Fig. 5 a-b) to Fig. 5 h-j) might be
interpreted as the expected increase of the upper layer thickness from E to W. However, higher mode surface wave contributions are likely to exist and are even visible in some cases (e.g. Fig. 5 i+j). For a final conclusion on the resolvable structural information, we will determine the shear velocity profile in a joint inversion of HVSR and dispersion curve results (Scherbaum, 2001).
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